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Tomorrow's front page: Russian spy critically ill after substance poisoning

39 #tomorrowspapertoday https://t.co/NyUFpSH3lx



14



A former Russian double agent is fighting for his life after a suspected poisoning on British

13 soil http://spr.ly/6016DT6XK



9



A former double agent was found unconscious following a suspected poisoning

4 http://spr.ly/6019DT8KU

RT @DailyMailUK: CCTV 'captures last movements of double agent and companion' before

they were found slumped on a bench http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article5467051/Was-Russian-spy-poisoned-Zizzi.html?ito=social-twitter_dailymailUK

11 https://t.co/xhzxx2dso1
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RT @DailyMailUK: NORTH KOREA could be involved in Russian spy's poisoning, says secret

12 agent http://dailym.ai/2FhDArK
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MailOnline



https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97100472190435

3280

https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97107166298365

5425

https://www.twitter.com/

Counterterrorism detectives have taken charge of the inquiry into the suspected poisoning statuses/97107921367461

of a Russian double agent and his daughter http://spr.ly/6013DTHHB

4785

https://www.twitter.com/

Whitehall sources have said MI5 believes former spy Sergei Skripal was the target of an

statuses/97118677623995

assassination attempt linked to Russia http://spr.ly/6017DTz9l

5968

https://www.twitter.com/

Secret agent says North Korea could be involved in Russian spy's POISONING

statuses/97119377185252

http://dailym.ai/2D46C88

5568

https://www.twitter.com/

Prince William may boycott the World Cup in Russia over the spy "poisoning", Boris

statuses/97126443169820

Johnson has hinted http://spr.ly/6013DTzo7

2624

https://www.twitter.com/

Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia remained critically ill in hospital yesterday after being statuses/97129060476753

exposed to an unknown substance http://spr.ly/6015DT3ml

1008

https://www.twitter.com/

RT @DailyMailUK: Ex-KGB colonel says spy was poisoned in Salisbury in a bid to harm Putin statuses/97131087885440

ahead of Russian elections http://dailym.ai/2tmPs63

2048
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Police have launched an urgent appeal for anyone who may have witnessed the double

poisoning of a Russian double agent and his daughter, or seen a potential assailant, to come

5 forward http://spr.ly/6012DTPjQ https://t.co/YEzee4NGp7

RT @DailyMailUK: Police, fire crews and paramedics flood into office building next to Zizzi's

as fears over double-agent 'poisoning' trail grow https://t.co/1nQbVIdaiW

14 https://t.co/Nx6Ee8nu3U
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RT @DailyMailUK: New CCTV shows Russian ex-spy Sergei Skripal buying milk, sausages and

9 a scratchcard from a cornershop days before falling critically ill https://t.co/OlTLIujBk6
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Police are examining footage of two people walking past a gym close to where Sergei and

11 Yulia Skripal were found http://spr.ly/6012DTRz8

RT @DailyMailUK: Russian spy was poisoned with a NERVE AGENT, investigators believe

25 http://dailym.ai/2G4pzL9 https://t.co/genUVrTzrx
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A breakthrough has occurred on the suspected double poisoning of a Russian double agent

9 and his daughter in Wiltshire, the home secretary said today http://spr.ly/6013DTrYW



thetimes
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If Russia is proved to be behind the attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia it would

8 mark a new high in hostilities with Britain http://spr.ly/6017DTRZd
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Sarin is the most likely nerve agent used to attack the Russian spy Sergei Skripal

9 http://spr.ly/6019DTXEW

A police officer called to assist Sergei and Yulia Skripal after the attack in Salisbury is also

seriously ill in hospital after being exposed to the highly toxic chemical

13 http://spr.ly/6013DTZHx
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A police officer called to assist Sergei and Yulia Skripal after the attack in Salisbury is also

8 seriously ill in hospital http://spr.ly/6017DTbdz



thetimes
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Russian spy Sergei Skripal was easy to find at pub, restaurant or railway club

9 http://spr.ly/6012DTjri

Sergeant Nick Bailey has been named as the police officer who was injured with a nerve

agent when he went to the aide of a former Russian double agent and his daughter in a

11 Salisbury shopping centre http://spr.ly/6013DT5D9
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Theresa May has pledged to take action against Russia if the state is responsible for the

“appalling and reckless” nerve agent attack on a former Moscow spy and his daughter

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/home-secretary-threatens-new-sanctions-on13 dubious-oligarchs-bjkbnhzk5?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER
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Tomorrow's front page: Nerve agent used on spy leaves policeman critical

24 #tomorrowspapertoday https://t.co/S3yGRrNbDe

If Russia is proved to be behind the attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia it would

6 mark a new high in hostilities with Britain http://spr.ly/6012DTr2M
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0065
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9328

https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97180611689102

1313



https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97187571153868

3904

https://www.twitter.com/

Sergei Skripal was allegedly enticed into counterespionage by MI6 officers in Spain, which statuses/97200783147701

raises a possible connection to the Alexander Litvinenko case http://spr.ly/6018DTihI

8624

British troops trained in chemical warfare today joined the police investigation into a nerve https://www.twitter.com/

agent attack against a former Russian double agent and his daughter in Salisbury

statuses/97209087769798

http://spr.ly/6019DTmLZ

2464

https://www.twitter.com/

The detective injured in the Salisbury nerve agent poisoning is a “good copper” whose first statuses/97218525220987

instinct would have been to help the other victims, his family said http://spr.ly/6011DTo5J 6992

Sergei Skripal was allegedly enticed into counterespionage by MI6 officers in Spain, which

raises a possible connection to the Alexander Litvinenko case

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/spy-mystery-sergei-skripal-contact-with-mi6-in- https://www.twitter.com/

spain-suggests-links-to-litvinenko-case-skripal-putin-poison-g0p2l6ptb?CMP=Sprkr-_statuses/97221167425724

Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

8256

https://www.twitter.com/

Sergei Skripal was a highly valued spy codenamed “Forthwith” who gave MI6 a telephone statuses/97235285301994

directory of Russian agents, The Times has learnt http://spr.ly/6011DTQNv
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0304
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Critically ill woman is daughter of ‘poisoned’ Russian spy Sergei Skripal

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/russian-spy-critically-ill-after-suspected21 poisoning-g6vxq9sm2?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

British dignitaries such as Prince William could boycott the World Cup in Russia if there is

concrete proof that Moscow is behind the poisoning of two people in Salisbury

10 http://spr.ly/6015DTH1f
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2018-03-05T22:24:33
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9



https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97237147618683

6992

2018-03-10T07:20:00

https://www.twitter.com/

The former Russian double agent poisoned with a nerve agent in Salisbury met his former statuses/97240796688756

17 handler from MI6 every month in a local restaurant http://spr.ly/6013DTaUd

3266

2018-03-10T09:45:00

As investigations continue into the poisoning of Mr Skripal, 66, and his daughter in Salisbury https://www.twitter.com/

on Sunday, this newspaper has been able to build a picture of his recruitment and work as a statuses/97253379560907

9808

2018-03-10T18:05:00

11 double agent for MI6: http://spr.ly/6016DTIQ2

The Salisbury spy once gave MI6 the entire phone directory of the Russian military

22 intelligence agency http://spr.ly/6017DTaDx
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30



A Russian spy-turned-model who was part of swap with the poisoned double agent Sergei

Skripal has condemned him as a “traitor” and hit out at Britain’s reaction

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/skripal-is-a-traitor-and-russia-is-innocent-says23 ex-spy-d223p7zqt?CMP=Sprkr-_-Marketing-Brand-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

RT @TimesPictures: The Times 12/03/2018

Military personnel looking at a diagram in College Street Car Park in Salisbury, as police and

members of the armed forces probe the suspected nerve agent attack on Russian double

agent Sergei Skripal. Photo Andrew Matthews/PA

18 #thetimes #tomorrowspaperstoday https://t.co/jB0j85mmsy
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Theresa May is on the verge of publicly blaming Russia for the attempted murder of Sergei

22 and Yulia Skripal http://spr.ly/6016DT7E0
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Theresa May is on the verge of publicly blaming Russia for the attempted murder of Sergei

18 and Yulia Skripal http://spr.ly/6010DT7i4

The official response to the Salisbury poisoning was described as “diabolical” after the

authorities took a week to warn hundreds of people that they may have been exposed to

16 the nerve agent http://spr.ly/6012DTC5I

The man who exposed Sergei Skripal as an MI6 double-agent has been revealed as a

Spanish spy who was later jailed for 12 years for handing secrets to the Russians

35 http://spr.ly/6013Dp8q3

Theresa May today accused Russia of being behind the “brazen, indiscriminate and

reckless” attack on Sergei and Yulia Skripal which she said amounted to an “unlawful use of

28 force against the UK” http://spr.ly/6010DpG9g
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RT @DailyMail: The White House breaks a week-long silence to condemn the nerve agent

21 attack in Salisbury http://dailym.ai/2GlQiTv



thetimes
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Tomorrow's Times front page: May gives Putin deadline to explain spy poisoning

25 https://t.co/uZ2Ch4c4j8
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Theresa May has cleared the way for a cyberattack on Russia in response to the Salisbury

18 spy attack http://spr.ly/6016DppYu
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How did a Russian patriot end up as an MI6 asset? Espionage expert Ben Macintyre tells the

6 story of Sergei Skripal http://spr.ly/6014Dpp0n
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Russia has 17 hours to explain the Salisbury spy poisoning, with Britain preparing the

10 ground for a possible cyberattack http://spr.ly/6019DppF1
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The nerve agent used in the Salisbury spy attack was developed in Russia in the 1970s

17 http://spr.ly/6018DppNe



48



RT @DailyMailUK: May gives Putin until MIDNIGHT to explain how 'brazen' attack occurred

41 on British soil using Russian-made nerve agent https://t.co/pG4lcS0sdL



38



RT @DailyMail: Rex Tillerson says poisoning of ex-spy in the UK 'clearly came from Russia'

33 http://dailym.ai/2FDMDPR
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Public health officials have been criticised for their response to the Salisbury poisoning by

5 the country’s former medical chief http://spr.ly/6011DpVAF
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RT @DailyMailUK: Putin SMIRKS when asked if Russia is responsible for the poisoning of spy

Sergei Skripal http://dailym.ai/2FwthAa

Alex Salmond is facing renewed calls to quit his role as a TV presenter for the Kremlinbacked broadcaster RT after the prime minister’s statement on the Salisbury poisonings

http://spr.ly/6011Dpn4X

Russia has said it will refuse to meet Theresa May’s demand to respond by midnight over its

alleged involvement in the poisoning of Sergei Skripal, the former MI6 agent

http://spr.ly/6011DpkzN

President Trump fired his secretary of state this morning, soon after Rex Tillerson had stood

shoulder to shoulder with Britain and denounced Russia for the poisoning of Sergei Skripal

http://spr.ly/6016Dpkba

The response from Russian politicians and analysts to Theresa May’s allegation of Moscow’s

involvement in the poisoning of Sergei Skripal has ranged from condemnation to outright

mockery http://spr.ly/6019DpkuX
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RT @DailyMailUK: Kremlin accuses Britain of launching a 'dirty attempt to discredit'

15 Moscow by blaming Russia for nerve agent attack https://t.co/WYtn95uMBf
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russia Today could have its licence stripped by regulators if the Kremlin

12 is officially blamed for nerve agent attack https://t.co/yXusMjuIuq
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russia's extraordinary warning to Theresa May as her midnight deadline

11 over spy nerve agent attack looms https://t.co/FKb0YCPs2Y
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russia threatens to ban ALL UK journalists if RT is stripped of its licence

40 over nerve agent attack http://dailym.ai/2FxUnGV
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russia's extraordinary warning to Theresa May after she vows to

46 retaliate for spy nerve agent attack https://t.co/aSaXsptqwq https://t.co/ldvuVjK0pt
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Nearly 40 people have experienced symptoms related to the Salisbury nerve agent

29 poisoning, police revealed today http://spr.ly/6017DpjWd

Mr Trump said that the nerve agent attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia in

Salisbury this month “sounds to me like it would be Russia, based on all the evidence they

10 [the British] have” http://spr.ly/6018Dpj7I
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Russia has defied Theresa May's demand to explain the Salisbury poisoning by midnight,

saying "nobody gave Britain, a nuclear power, the right to threaten and intimidate and put

24 forward groundless ultimatums" http://spr.ly/6013Dp5yZ
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Russia has defied Theresa May's demand to explain the Salisbury poisoning by midnight,

saying "nobody gave Britain, a nuclear power, the right to threaten and intimidate and put

48 forward groundless ultimatums" http://spr.ly/6013Dp5pU
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Failure to warn Salisbury of health risks may have broken the law

5 http://spr.ly/6019Dp5nS
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Nearly 40 people have experienced symptoms related to the Salisbury nerve agent

43 poisoning, it was revealed yesterday http://spr.ly/6018Dp9Jo

RT @timespolitics: Russia deployed one of its most potent cyberweapons to mock Britain

over the Sergei Skripal affair yesterday: the Twitter account of its London embassy

9 https://t.co/gH7BbSqLGy
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Several Russian émigrés in Britain have been given police protection in the wake of the

poisoning of MI6 double agent, Sergei Skripal, according to a report in Moscow

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/protection-for-russian-emigres-after-skripal12 poisoning-cqkbf0bb7?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER
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https://www.twitter.com/

statuses/97389904319685

0176

https://www.twitter.com/

RT @DailyMailUK: Theresa May vows to expel Russian diplomats to punish 'culpable'

statuses/97390324360357

14 Moscow over nerve agent attack http://dailym.ai/2FzyZkB

0688

Russia’s main opposition leader has called on Theresa May to punish the Kremlin for the

https://www.twitter.com/

poisoning of Sergei Skripal by moving against the country’s politicians with assets in the UK statuses/97393679916798

25 http://spr.ly/6016DpYGn

3617

RT @DailyMail: US calls nerve gas poisoning of spy in Britain 'Russia's crime' as UN

https://www.twitter.com/

ambassador Nikki Haley warns VX gas could be used in NEW YORK next

statuses/97401575675628

3393

54 https://t.co/ZbCNUGcPoC https://t.co/Q2RM7plMw9



55



The Labour leader was heckled by Conservatives and rebuked by his own benches after

refusing to endorse the prime minister’s conclusion that the Russian state was responsible

28 for last week’s chemical attack in Salisbury http://spr.ly/6015DpqAF
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Jeremy Corbyn has faced criticism from all sides of the Commons for refusing to blame

17 Russia for the Salisbury spy attack http://spr.ly/6017Dpsml
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Jeremy Corbyn has faced criticism from all sides of the Commons for refusing to blame

16 Russia for the Salisbury spy attack http://spr.ly/6014DpsQy
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The British husband of Russian agent Anna Chapman — the spy swapped for Sergei Skripal

— died two years ago at the age of 36 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-exhusband-of-swapped-spy-anna-chapman-died-at-36-p9vmctxjt?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_10 thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER
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RT @DailyMailUK: Macron quells fears of split with Britain after call with May saying France

19 DOES believe Russia was behind nerve agent attack https://t.co/t18G5CQNrr

Theresa May has unveiled a series of sanctions against Moscow in the wake of the nerve

agent attack in Salisbury. Here are the measures and what they entail
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The defence secretary has told Russia to “go away and shut up” following the decision to

13 expel 23 diplomats over the spy poisoning in Salisbury http://spr.ly/6018DpaLY
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russia DENIES ever making the toxic Novichok nerve agent used to strike
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UK, US, France and Germany have issued a joint statement condemning Russia over the

15 Salisbury attack http://spr.ly/6011Dp0nh https://t.co/nJ3Uf3vtua

In an unusual joint statement, the leaders of France, Germany, the US and Britain said there

was “no plausible alternative explanation” for the poisoning other than that it was the work

40 of the Kremlin http://spr.ly/6014DpA74

Jeremy Corbyn has raised the possibility that “Russian mafia-like groups” were responsible

for the attempted murder of a former spy and his daughter in Salisbury

10 http://spr.ly/6017DpACl
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Russia’s foreign minister has mocked Theresa May over her assertion that Russia poisoned

9 the MI6 agent Sergei Skripal in Salisbury http://spr.ly/6015DpC7J
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RT @DailyMailUK: Chilling CCTV shows ex-Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter

17 driving into Salisbury just hours before they were found poisoned https://t.co/73MLs52v50
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Russia will expel 23 British diplomats amid an escalating row over the nerve agent attack in

10 Salisbury on a former spy and his daughter http://spr.ly/6015DVMK5
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RT @DailyMailUK: Russian scientists killed and tortured thousands of dogs in tests on the

70 nerve gas used to poison a double agent https://t.co/ASbvBagiBo

RT @DailyMailUK: Critically-ill daughter of poisoned Russian spy Sergei Skripal was in a

'stormy relationship with a secret service agent working for Putin'
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RT @DailyMailUK: Putin says suggestions Russia was behind nerve agent attack on spy are
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The Putin campaign claims his election turnout was boosted by the spy poisoning row with

13 Britain http://spr.ly/6019DVT2d

The EU has offered “unqualified solidarity” to Britain but has fallen short of backing British

allegations that Russia and President Putin are responsible for the Salisbury nerve agent

11 attack http://spr.ly/6010DVXTk

The vehicle which was used to pick up Yulia Skripal from Heathrow airport the day before

she and her father were poisoned in Salisbury was today seized for forensic examination

4 http://spr.ly/6010DVjBI
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RT @timesredbox: Russia underestimated the anger this poisoning would trigger, writes

7 @LordRickettsP for today's Red Box https://t.co/Y6jMA5jWip https://t.co/TOoZJC8w5t
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German Foreign Minister says the Salisbury poison attack is a 'bilateral issue' between

8 Britain and Russia http://dailym.ai/2FVyFca
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Jeremy Corbyn has said that Britain should do business with President Putin despite “all

fingers” pointing to Russian involvement in the poisoning of Sergei Skripal

https://www.twitter.com/

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/labour-leader-jeremy-corbyn-yes-id-do-business- statuses/97604442817454
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Parking free in Salisbury following nerve agent attack

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/parking-free-in-salisbury-following-nerve-agentattackhttps://www.twitter.com/

a3795716.html?utm_campaign=Echobox&amp;utm_medium=Social&amp;utm_source=Twitter#link_ statuses/97650004072534
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Parking free in Salisbury following nerve agent attack
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RT @DailyMailUK: Salisbury's poisoned police officer is discharged from hospital
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Officer discharged from hospital after Salisbury poisoning speaks out

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/police-officer-discharged-from-hospital-aftersalisbury-spy-poisoning-speaks-out-for-first-time-lifea3797041.html?utm_campaign=Echobox&amp;utm_medium=Social&amp;utm_source=Twitter#link_

5 time=1521749860

European Union leaders are to link the Facebook scandal to the Salisbury attack and a

campaign of Russian meddling in Western politics and elections

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/tusk-makes-link-to-putin-meddling14 20ndtcb9v?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

EU admits it's 'highly likely' Russia is behind spy poisoning
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Nerve agent was used in 1995 murder, claims former Soviet scientist
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Russia unleashed an “extensive” disinformation operation in Britain after the Salisbury spy

attack, officials believe http://spr.ly/6015DnRfW

British officials have analysed four videos of the Russian double agent Sergei Skripal that

were posted on YouTube a week before his attempted murder, The Times understands

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/skripal-attack-youtube-videos-analysedhttps://www.twitter.com/

disinformation-campaign-link-53fwb6pl9?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified- statuses/97750404555966

_-TWITTER
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Former Russian double agent 'asked Vladimir Putin to be pardoned'

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/former-russian-double-agent-sergei-skripal-askedvladimir-putin-to-be-pardonedhttps://www.twitter.com/

a3798276.html?utm_campaign=Echobox&amp;utm_medium=Social&amp;utm_source=Twitter#link_ statuses/97750841893523
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Kremlin denies claim Sergei Skripal asked Putin for pardon https://trib.al/ZbctV2g
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RT @DailyMail: Trump 'will expel dozens of Russian diplomats in solidarity with the UK'
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Former Soviet intelligence officer Boris Volodarsky tells @andrewbillen why the double
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agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia, were poisoned in Salisbury three weeks ago
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Kremlin: UK's accusations over Skripal poisoning 'border on banditry'
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Russia unleashed an “extensive” disinformation operation in Britain after the Salisbury spy https://www.twitter.com/

attack, with thousands of suspected robotic accounts spreading doubt and conspiracy on

statuses/97792306320241

the internet, officials believe http://spr.ly/6014Dnkgp
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Four EU states set to expel Russian diplomats over Skripal attack https://trib.al/vc7Ct94
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US to expel 60 Russian diplomats over Skripal attack https://trib.al/L8LDzmD
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Trump expels 60 Russian diplomats from the US over spy poisoning
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Tusk says 14 EU countries expelling Russian diplomats following nerve agent attack - Politics statuses/97826153082647
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130 people in Salisbury could have been exposed to deadly nerve agent, Theresa May
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SIX countries are considering boycotting the World Cup in response to Russian poisoning
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attack https://dailym.ai/2GdNiYn
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Salisbury spy poisoning: Australia hints at World Cup boycott
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Government approves £1m recovery package for Salisbury https://trib.al/lLoe7jt
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Nato expels seven staff from Russian mission over Skripal poisoning
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Magician Dynamo tells of battle with food poisoning and Crohn's
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Sergei Skripal and his daughter 'have a very small chance of survival'
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Schoolboy exposed to deadly poison after Russian spy Sergei Skripal gave him bread to feed statuses/97890880183428
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Sergei and Yulia Skripal have slim chance of survival, says niece https://trib.al/WtQt4sp
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Sergei and Yulia Skripal have been in critical condition and at risk of brain damage since

statuses/97894227333241

they were poisoned on March 4 http://spr.ly/6018DnFAY
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Ex-spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter were poisoned with nerve agent via his home’s

FRONT DOOR https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5926171/russian-spy-sergei-yulia-skripalpoisoned-salisbury-nerve-agent-front-doorhttps://www.twitter.com/

house/?utm_source=TWITTER&amp;utm_medium=social&amp;utm_campaign=SprnklrSUNOrganic&amp; statuses/97908192926917

5 UTMX=Editorial:TheSun:TwImageandlink:Statement:News https://t.co/egEIbJy3mk
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66 Skripals poisoned from front door of Salisbury home, police say https://trib.al/ZMBRzQN

Russian spy Sergei Skripal and daughter were poisoned by nerve agent on their front door,

police say https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/russian-spy-sergei-skripal-and-daughterwere-poisoned-from-their-front-door-police-sayhttps://www.twitter.com/

a3801686.html?utm_campaign=Echobox&amp;utm_medium=Social&amp;utm_source=Twitter#link_ statuses/97909726893774

12 time=1522269953
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Nerve agent was left on Sergei Skripal’s front door, police have revealed

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/nerve-agent-was-left-on-front-door-of-sergei9 skripal-s-home-37chc2qvc?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_-thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

Scotland Yard said that Sergei and Yulia Skripal were believed to have come into contact

with novichok “at their home address” https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/nerveagent-was-left-on-front-door-of-sergei-skripal-s-home-37chc2qvc?CMP=Sprkr-_-Editorial-_82 thetimes-_-Unspecified-_-TWITTER

Russian spy Sergei Skripal and daughter were poisoned by nerve agent on their front door,
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Russian ex-spy’s daughter now stable after Salisbury nerve agent attack – but dad still

fighting for life https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5928088/russian-ex-spys-daughter-nowstable-after-salisbury-nerve-agent-attack-but-dad-still-fighting-forlife/?utm_source=TWITTER&amp;utm_medium=social&amp;utm_campaign=SprnklrSUNOrganic&amp;UT
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BREAKING: Poisoned Russian spy's daughter Yulia Skripal 'no longer in critical condition'

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/poisoned-russian-spys-daughter-yulia-12273406
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Yulia Skripal's condition is improving rapidly after Salisbury nerve agent attack

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/yulia-skripal-latest-nerve-agent-critical63 condition-salisbvury-poisoning-russia-spy-a8279761.html

Scotland Yard said that Sergei and Yulia Skripal were believed to have come into contact
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Yulia Skripal no longer in critical condition, says Salisbury NHS

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/29/yulia-skripal-no-longer-in-critical53 condition-says-salisbury-nhs?CMP=twt_gu

Yulia Skripal 'improving rapidly and no longer in critical condition'
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